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Black phosphorus (BP) presents high theoretical capacity as potassium-ion battery (PIB) 

anode, while low ionic/electronic conductivity for bulk phase and high volume expansion and 

extremely sensitivity to humid environment for its nanomaterial hinder its practical 

applications. Here, we propose BP nanocomposites with amorphous zinc phosphate to tackle 

above problems. The amorphous zinc phosphate plays multifunctional roles in weakening the 

agglomeration of BP nanomaterials, reducing the volume expansion and improving the 

environmental stability of BP nanocomposite electrodes in humid air. The optimized 
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amorphous BP nanocomposite anode with 30wt% zinc phosphate, BP@C@ZPO(30), retains 

capacity of 369.0 mA h g
–1

 after 500 cycles at 0.5 A g
–1 

in a noninflammable triethyl 

phosphate (TEP) electrolyte, and the volume expansion rate of the BP@C@ZPO(30) 

electrode is reduced to 47% compared with BP@C@ZPO(0) electrode of 100%. More 

attractively, the amorphous zinc phosphate improves the environmental stability of the 

nanocomposite electrode in humid air dut to its features of strong and fast physical absorption 

to water. Consequently, the BP@C@ZPO(30) electrode delivers a reversible capacity of 

629.2 mA h g
–1

 (200 cycles at 0.2 A g
–1

) even after exposing the electrode to humid air for 

two days. Such nanocompositing strategy may accelerate the practical application of 

phosphorus electrode. 

 

Introduction 

Potassium-ion batteries (PIBs) are regarded as strong competitors to replace lithium-ion 

batteries (LIBs) as the future energy storage devices due to their potential low cost and high 

power/energy density.
[1]

 Nevertheless, PIBs have more stringent requirements on the 

electrode materials due to the large ionic radius of potassium ions (1.38 Å). For instance, 

routine graphite anode only forms KC8 phase rather than KC6 phase when used as PIB anode 

and leads to an unsatisfactory theoretical capacity of 279.0 mA h g
−1

.
[2]

 Therefore, developing 

relatively high specific capacity of anodes is particularly critical to improving the energy 

density of PIBs for practical applications. Phosphorus, mainly referring to red phosphorus 

(RP) and black phosphorus (BP) allotropes, has received remarkable attention as anode of 

metal-ion batteries due to its high theoretical specific capacity, abundant reserve, and 

acceptable cost.
[3]

 In addition, phosphorus has high theoretical specific capacity of 2596, 1154, 

and 865 mA h g
−1

 on the basis of formed K3P,
[3a]

 K4P3,
[4]

 and KP
[5]

 alloying phases, 

respectively, as the PIB anode. 
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BP shows higher electronic conductivity (~ 300 S m
−1

), more stable structure, and higher 

safety during operation than RP.
[6]

 Despite these advantages, however, some problems still 

need to be solved prior to use, including 1) low ionic conductivity, the low K-ion diffusion 

coefficient, especially during the formation of K3P phase, severely decreases the utilization of 

BP.
[3a]

 2) Huge volume variation, the theoretical volume expansion rates of BP are over 300% 

and 600% when forming KP and K3P phases, respectively, in PIBs.
[3a]

 Evidently, huge 

volume expansion of electrode considerably reduces the stability of solid electrolyte 

interphase (SEI).
[7]

 Thus far, many strategies have been adopted to improve the 

electrochemical performance of phosphorus materials in PIBs. Reducing the size of the active 

materials is an efficient strategy, which can shorten ionic/electronic diffusion length, increase 

the utilization rate of active materials, and then improve the specific capacity.
[8]

 Therefore, the 

strategy of embedding nano-sized phosphorus particles in the conductive carbon matrixes has 

been widely adopted to improve the conductivity and relieve volume expansion. These 

conductive carbon matrixes include nanofibers
[4, 9]

, nanotubes
[3b, 6b]

, nanorods,
[10]

 2D 

graphene,
[11]

 and 3D carbon framework
[5, 12]

. Although significant advances have been made 

using these means, the high cost and complicated preparing process are unsuitable for the 

large-scale production and application. Furthermore, nano-sized BP materials are sensitive to 

oxygen and water, which can rapidly degrade when exposed to humid environment.
[13]

 

Therefore, enhancing the environmental stability of BP nanoparticles is also a key issue to 

extend its application and operational time and reduce the cost of transportation and 

storage.
[14]

 

Although a simple and low-cost ball milling method can improve the electrochemical 

performance of BP by forming BP nanocomposites with carbon materials due to the formation 

of chemical bonds between phosphorus and carbon, the obtained samples tend to form 

compact aggregations and cannot effectively solve the issue of volume expansion.
[15]

 

Amorphous structure can tolerate larger volume variation than that of its crystalline state and 
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can also facilitate ion diffusion due to isotropy.
[16]

 Thus, in our recent research, we 

demonstrate that amorphous metal phosphides can be obtained by introducing zinc phosphate 

during the ball milling process after optimizing the synthesis conditions.
[17]

 Furthermore, the 

formed active/inactive composite when introducing inactive amorphous zinc phosphate 

component is more conducive to relieving volume expansion and improving ion conductivity 

of active materials.
[18]

 In addition, amorphous zinc phosphates have the property of rapid 

response to water.
[19]

 However, whether they can function as desiccants to resist moisture has 

not been studied. Finally, selecting a suitable electrolyte system to form a stable SEI also 

plays a significant role in the enhanced battery performance of phosphorus electrodes.
[20]

 

Compared with the conventional EC/DEC electrolyte system, a noninflammable triethyl 

phosphate (TEP) electrolyte system shows enhanced cycling stability and improved safety in 

PIBs.
[21]

 

Therefore, on the basis of this research and analysis, the multifaceted problems of BP 

anode were considered comprehensively, and then the amorphous zinc phosphate (A-ZPO) as 

an additive was introduced into the BP to form amorphous BP nanocomposites. First, the 

A-ZPO acted as grinding aids to reduce the aggregation and regrowth of active materials 

during the dry ball milling process, which increases the dispersity of materials and leads to the 

size reduction and improvement of the utilization of active materials. Second, the addition of 

A-ZPO improved the ability of buffering volume expansion of the electrodes, and the volume 

expansion rate of the BP@C@ZPO(30) electrode was reduced to 47% relative to the 100% of 

the BP@C@ZPO(0) electrode. Third, using low-cost zinc phosphate can reduce the cost of 

electrode materials. Finally, and most interestingly, the introduction of A-ZPO improved the 

ability of the electrode to resist moisture by utilizing features of strong and fast physical 

absorption of nano-sized A-ZPO to water. Evidently, the A-ZPO showed a multi-function, 

and the optimized amorphous BP nanocomposite with 30wt% A-ZPO showed an optimized 

electrochemical performance when used as PIB anode. It delivered retained capacities of 
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369.0 mA h g
–1

 (500 cycles at 0.5A g
–1

) and 629.2 mA h g
–1

 after 200 cycles at 0.2 A g
–1

 even 

after exposure of the electrode to humid air for two days in a nonflammable triethyl phosphate 

(TEP) electrolyte. We hope that such a low cost and effective strategy can accelerate the 

practical application of phosphorus anode for metal-ion batteries. 

 

Results and discussion 

To compare and analyze the safety of the prepared nanocomposites, red phosphorus (RP) 

and black phosphorus (BP) were first used to prepare their carbon-contained nanocomposites 

without adding zinc phosphate by dry ball milling method. A spontaneous combustion 

phenomenon for the prepared RP@C composite occurred when exposed to air, as shown in 

Figure 1a, due to the formation of flammable white phosphorus (WP) at the high temperature 

in the inert atmosphere.
[6c, 11c, 17]

 By contrast, the BP@C composite showed good stability 

when exposed to air, indicating no or little WP formed under the same preparation conditions. 

The results confirmed a better operational safety for BP than that of RP when preparing the 

phosphorus-based nanocomposites. Therefore, BP was selected as raw material to prepare the 

nanocomposites with amorphous zinc phosphate (A-ZPO). The BP composites with different 

mass fractions of A-ZPO were designed and prepared, and the obtained composites were 

labeled as BP@C@ZPO(0, 10, 20, 30, and 40) based on the mass fractions of A-ZPO added. 

Their TGA data are shown in Figure S1. The calculated mass fractions of phosphorus are 

close to their designed values except the BP@C@ZPO(0) sample due to the oxidation of 

phosphorus. The X-ray diffraction patterns of BP and its composites are shown in Figure 1b, 

the evident diffraction peaks assigned to BP (JCPDS No. 76-1957), such as (020), (021), 

(040), and (111), were detected for the pure BP materials, belonging to orthorhombic system 

and Cmca space group.
[22]

 However, the samples with carbon and A-ZPO showed weak or 

even disappeared BP diffraction peaks, suggesting that the crystalline BP transformed into the 

amorphous state when introducing carbon and A-ZPO. Meanwhile, the added zinc phosphate 
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also presented an amorphous state. The Raman spectrum of pure BP showed three 

characteristic peaks belonging to bulk BP at ~357, ~429, and ~459 cm
−1

, corresponding to A
1

g 

(out-of-plane mode), B2g, and A
2

g (in-plane mode) modes, respectively (Figure 1c).
[23]

 The 

Raman spectra showed no signals of BP for the other samples due to the amorphous state and 

the interference of added components (carbon and zinc phosphate).
[20b]

 In addition, the D band 

(~1335 cm
−1

) and G band (~1590 cm
−1

) belonging to carbon were detected in all the samples 

with Super P.
[24]

 XPS survey spectra confirmed all Zn, C, P, and O elements in the samples 

with zinc phosphate (Figure 1d). The fitted high-resolution XPS spectra are shown in Figure 

1e, the C1s spectra of five samples presented sp
2 

(C=C/C−C, ~284.1 eV) and sp
3 

(C−C, 

~285.0 eV) assigned to Super P, and a few carbon-based species with high valance states of 

the C−O (~ 286.4 eV) and C=O (~ 288.8 eV) bonds were also found due to the ineluctable 

oxidation or surface contamination.
[25]

 The O1s spectra showed that the P=O/C=O (~533.1 

eV) and P−O
−
/C−O (~531.5 eV) bonds stemmed from the phosphorus oxide (PxOy), zinc 

phosphate, and carbon-based oxides. The P2p spectra confirmed the P−P bonds (2p3/2: ~129.7 

eV; 2p1/2: ~130.6 eV) of phosphorus and P=O/P−O
−
 bonds (133.4−134.1 eV) of PxOy and zinc 

phosphate in all five samples.
[26]

 Except for the BP@C@ZPO(0), Zn2p spectra (2p3/2: 

~1022.1 eV; 2p1/2: ~1045.2 eV) can be detected in all other samples due to the addition of 

zinc phosphate.  

The high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) of pure BP, as shown 

in Figure 2a and b, indicated the interplanar spacings of 0.336 and 0.262 nm belonging to the 

crystal planes of (021) and (040) of BP, respectively. In addition, the corresponding Fast 

Fourier Transform (FFT) pattern confirmed the results (Figure 2c), which are consistent with 

the X-ray diffraction results. By comparison, no lattice fringe was observed in the 

BP@C@ZPO(30) sample (Figure 2d and e). Moreover, the selected area electron diffraction 

(SAED) pattern showed no diffraction spots and polycrystalline diffraction rings. This finding 

verifies that the amorphous structure is the same as that in the XRD results, indicating that the 
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addition of zinc phosphate reduced the crystallinity of BP (Figure 2f). A homogeneous 

distribution of P, Zn, C, P, and O elements was observed in the TEM elemental mappings for 

the BP@C@ZPO(30) sample, suggesting the formation of nanocomposite (Figure 2g). In 

addition, the TEM images and elemental mappings of BP@C@ZPO(10), BP@C@ZPO(20), 

and BP@C@ZPO(40) have also been analyzed, as shown in Figure S2, Figure S3 and Figure 

S4, all these samples also showed amorphous structure and homogeneous elemental 

distribution. However, reducing the size of particles will increase the specific surface energy 

and lead to the aggregation and regrowth of the nanocomposites during dry ball milling 

process.
[27]

 Evidently, aggregation phenomenon of prepared composites was also observed in 

this work, especially for the BP@C@ZPO(0) sample. As shown in Figure 2h, large number of 

large-sized BP@C aggregations were observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) even 

after 5 minutes of sonication in ethanol, indicating that compact aggregations were formed 

due to the high specific surface energy. However, loose aggregations were found in the 

BP@C@ZPO(20) sample due to the introduction of appropriate zinc phosphate (Figure 2i), 

and such unconsolidated agglomerations were easily broken up in the BP@C@ZPO(30) 

sample after the same treatment as BP@C@ZPO(0) sample (Figure 2j). The results suggest 

that the existence of zinc phosphate was against the compact agglomeration of BP particles, 

thereby facilitating the dispersibility and uniformity of active materials during electrode 

preparation. In addition, the particle size distributions of all five samples were also tested 

using dynamic light scattering method with a Zetasizer. All the samples were dispersed in 

water and tested three times for comparison. As shown in Figure 2k, the size distributions of 

five samples are mainly composed of two parts, micron-sized aggregations and nano-sized 

primary particles. The figure shows that the number of primary particles increased markedly 

with the increase in the content of zinc phosphate, and the statistical average particle size 

decreased from 776 nm to 477 nm with the increase in zinc phosphate from 0 wt% to 40 wt% 

(Figure 2l). The results are consistent with the SEM data and confirm that zinc phosphate 
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acted as a ball milling assistant to relieve the agglomeration based on the mechanism of 

decreasing the direct contact probability between the BP@C particles. The proposed 

schematic is shown in Figure 2m. Furthermore, the uniform size and distributions of the 

active materials on the electrode surface are beneficial to equilibrate the current distribution 

during the charging/discharging process of the electrode and to reduce the local 

side-reaction.
[28]

 

The prepared composites were exposed to the humid environment (relative humidity: 

65%±5) to analyze the sensitivity to the humid environment. After three days, as shown in 

Figure 3a, the XPS results showed that all the BP@C@ZPO(0) and BP@C@ZPO(30) 

samples were oxidized to form phosphorus oxide (PxOy),
[13c]

 and only a small peak belonging 

to unoxidized phosphorus was detected for BP@C@ZPO(30) sample, indicating that the 

introduction of amorphous zinc phosphate could not protect the phosphorus from oxidation. 

However, when the fresh BP@C@ZPO(0) and BP@C@ZPO(30) electrodes were exposed to 

moist air, the BP@C@ZPO(0) electrode showed an evident hygroscopic phenomenon (Figure 

3bⅰ). Moreover, evident spots were observed on the electrode surface after drying the 

hygroscopic electrodes (Figure 3bⅱ), suggesting that some reactions occurred on the 

electrode surface. By contrast, no hygroscopic phenomenon was observed on the 

BP@C@ZPO(30) electrode surface under the same conditions (Figure 3biii). To determine 

the reaction mechanism of the hygroscopic electrodes, they were analyzed by XRD after 

placing in humid air for three days (relative humidity: 65%±5). The results showed that 

hydrated copper pyrophosphate (Cu2P2O7 3H2O, JCPDS No. 51-0202) was formed (Figure 

3c), and the compound was detected in all the electrodes with zinc phosphate content lower 

than 30 wt%. The diffraction peak intensity of copper pyrophosphate decreased with the 

increase in zinc phosphate content, and no diffraction peaks of copper pyrophosphate can be 

found in the BP@C@ZPO(30) and BP@C@ZPO(40) electrodes, indicating that the presence 

of zinc phosphate can inhibit the formation of this compound. In addition, the flower-like 
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morphology of copper pyrophosphate was observed on the BP@C@ZPO(0) electrode surface 

(Figure 3d and e). Its corresponding EDS spectrum also confirmed the presence of copper 

pyrophosphate compound because the main O, Cu, and P elements were detected and the 

experimental value of atomic ratio of P/Cu is 1.00:0.95, which is same to the theoretical value 

(1:1) of copper pyrophosphate (Figure S5). Furthermore, with the increase in zinc phosphate, 

no large flower-shaped copper pyrophosphate was observed. Meanwhile, the proportion of 

copper pyrophosphate in the electrodes decreased (Figure S6). In particular, no copper 

pyrophosphate compound was found in the BP@C@ZPO(30) electrode surface (Figure 3f 

and g); this finding agrees well with the XRD results. Our analysis indicated that the addition 

of zinc phosphate did not inhibit the oxidation of phosphorus. Therefore, we directly used the 

easily hygroscopic P2O5, representing the oxidized phosphorus formed on the surface of 

phosphorus particles, to analyze the enhanced anti-moisture ability of electrodes when 

introducing A-ZPO. The P2O5 and A-ZPO were mixed well in the glovebox before testing in 

the humid air (relative humidity: 65%±5). As shown in Figure 3h, evident deliquescence 

phenomenon occurred when exposed to air at not more than 10 s for pure P2O5. After 24 h, 

hydrated copper pyrophosphate (Cu2P2O7·3H2O, JCPDS No. 51-0202), and anhydrous copper 

pyrophosphate (Cu2P2O7, JCPDS No. 44-0182) were formed and observed on the edges of Cu 

current collector, as verified by the XRD analysis in Figure 3i. By contrast, pure amorphous 

zinc phosphate (A-ZPO) and the mixture of P2O5 and A-ZPO (mass ratio: P2O5/A-ZPO = 3/7) 

did not change significantly under the same conditions. The results showed that the presence 

of A-ZPO alleviates the deliquescence of the P2O5. However, the addition of insufficient 

A-ZPO (mass ratio: P2O5/A-ZPO = 5/5) and crystalline zinc phosphate (C-ZPO) could not 

alleviate the deliquescence of P2O5 (Figure S7–9).  

We further analyzed the mechanism (physical or chemical reactions) on the alleviation of 

the deliquescence of the electrode with A-ZPO by directly using pure zinc phosphate. First, 

the contact angle test showed that a droplet can be rapidly absorbed by the A-ZPO film in less 
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than 3s (Figure 4a), indicating that A-ZPO has strong hydrophilicity, which would be 

necessary for the rapid water adsorption. We further designed an experiment to verify whether 

such a rapid decease in contact angle on the A-ZPO film is due to water adsorption or only 

infiltration and surface wetting effects. The schematic is shown in Figure 4b, where pure zinc 

phosphate powder was flattened on a glass slide to form a film, and a drop of water (~2.0 ul) 

was dripped on the film surface. After 5 seconds, an absorbent paper was pressed on the water 

spot, and the absorbent paper state (dry or wet) was observed to confirm the strong adsorption 

rather than pure infiltration or wetting. The results in Figure 4c show that the paper remained 

dry when it was pressed on the water adsorption spot of the A-ZPO film, indicating that the 

A-ZPO film had adsorbed the water instead of simply infiltrating and wetting the A-ZPO film. 

As a control, C-ZPO was also tested under the same conditions. However, the paper was 

wetted, suggesting that the water was incompletely adsorbed by C-ZPO and only wetting the 

C-ZPO film at such a short time. This finding indicated its weaker water adsorption capacity 

than A-ZPO. Second, the XRD results in Figure 4d show that the nature of amorphous state of 

A-ZPO was unchanged when the A-ZPO was placed in humid air for 12 h (A-ZPO[12h]) and 

24 h (A-ZPO[24h]). In addition, 30 wt% of water was directly added into the A-ZPO 

(A-ZPO+H2O[30wt%]), and the A-ZPO was re-dried with added water at 100 °C for 8 h 

(A-ZPO[100 °C, 8 h]). However, no new crystalline phases were detected after undergoing all 

treatments, indicating good structural and chemical stability of the A-ZPO. Although the 

crystal structure of A-ZPO did not change after absorbing water, the FTIR spectra displayed 

two evident vibration peaks of around 3400 and 1640 cm
-1

 belonging to the absorbed water, 

as shown in Figure 4e; the relative intensity of the peaks increased with the increase in the 

water content.
[29]

 The absorption of water in the prepared samples was also detected by IR 

when placed in the air, showing that all the prepared samples showed the vibration peaks of 

water (Figure S10). Third, TGA analysis also confirmed the existence of adsorbed water 

(Figure 4f). When A-ZPO with different degrees of adsorbed water was heated, the desorption 
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process of water occurred. The results showed that the temperatures of water desorption were 

lower than 100 °C, such a low desorption temperature indicates that the mechanism of water 

adsorption was physisorption without chemical reactions. This conclusion matches well with 

the XRD results. Undoubtedly, low desorption temperature is conducive to removing the 

absorbed water through redrying the electrodes. It also avoids the influence of using high 

temperature or residual adsorption water on the electrochemical performance of the 

electrodes.  

In summary, the phosphorus-based electrodes are easily oxidized when exposed to moist 

air, and then the formed phosphorus oxides (PxOy) further reacting with water generate 

phosphoric acid or pyrophosphoric acid.
[13b, 30]

 At last stage, the formed pyrophosphoric acid 

react with copper oxide (CuO) forming copper pyrophosphate. The presence of CuO layer on 

the surface of Cu current collector has been confirmed by XPS results after removing the 

electrode materials (Figure S11). According to the above results and analysis, the main 

proposed reactions are as follows: 

xP + (
 

 
)O2 = PxOy                                      (1) 

PxOy + H2O → H3PO4 → H4P2O7 - H2O   (2) 

H4P2O7 + CuO + H2O → Cu2P2O7·xH2O   (3) 

As shown in Figure 4g, in the presence of A-ZPO, although the oxidation of 

phosphorus-based materials was not inhibited, the water on the electrode surface can be 

absorbed by A-ZPO, leading to the reduction of further hydrolysis of phosphorus oxide. As a 

result, further deterioration of phosphorus electrode was avoided and the stability of the 

electrode against humid air was improved.  

The electrochemical properties were analyzed for potassium-ion storage in the 

nonflammable TEP (triethyl phosphate) electrolyte on the basis of safety and good 

electrochemical stability.
[21]

 The safety of TEP-based electrolyte had also been confirmed by 

igniting BP@C@ZPO(30) electrode soaked with EC/DEC and TEP-based electrolytes 
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(Figure S12). The results showed a violent combustion occurred in the EC/DEC electrolyte, 

by contrast, the electrode was extinguished immediately after removing the open flame in 

TEP-based electrolyte, indicating its excellent flame-retardant property. The cyclic 

voltammetry (CV) curves of five electrodes were provided, as shown in Figure 5a and S13, at 

the scan rate of 0.05 mV s
−1

 in the range of 0.01–3.0 V (vs K/K
+
). All five electrodes showed 

similar CV curves in spite of the addition of A-ZPO due to the electrochemical inactivity of 

A-ZPO to potassium-ion (Figure S14). The two evident cathodic peaks of C1 (~0.75 V) and 

C2 (~ 0.2 V) correspond to the anodic peaks of A1 (~1.6 V) and A2 (~0.75 V), respectively.
[31]

 

Figure 5b shows the first three galvanostatic charge/discharge voltage profiles of the 

BP@C@ZPO(30) electrode at the current density of 0.05 A g
−1

, and the potentials of 

potassiation/depotassiation platforms are consistent with the cathodic/anodic peaks of the CV 

curves. The BP@C@ZPO(30) electrode showed an initial reversible charge capacity of 690.6 

mA h g
–1

 with corresponding initial Coulombic efficiencies (ICEs) of 69.5%. The capacity 

was calculated based on the total mass of phosphorus and A-ZPO, and the capacity of carbon 

was also provided in Figure S15, which contributed to a capacity of ~45 mA h g
–1

 at 0.1 A g
–1

. 

In addition, the first charge/discharge capacities decreased with the increase in the A-ZPO 

added, and all five samples showed similar ICEs (Figure 5c). Figure 5d shows the rate 

performance. By contrast, the BP@C@ZPO(30) electrode presented the best rate capability 

and delivered the average discharge capacities of 743.9, 673.0, 620.5, 375.1, 255.4, and 229.4 

mA h g
–1

 at the current densities of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 A g
–1

, respectively, and the 

capacity rebounded when the current density returned to 0.05 A g
–1

. The long-term cycling 

performance at 0.5 A g
–1

 was also provided to verify the cycling stability, as shown in Figure 

5e. Five cycle activation at 0.1 A g
–1

 was executed before testing at 0.5 A g
–1

. The 

BP@C@ZPO(0) electrode showed the maximum initial discharge capacity of 491.9 mA h g
–1

 

(6th cycle) at 0.5 A g
–1

 compared with the BP@C@ZPO(30) electrode of 429.2 mA h g
–1

. 

However, the retained capacity of the BP@C@ZPO(0) was only 15.9 mA h g
–1

 after 500 
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cycles, whereas the retained capacity of BP@C@ZPO(30) was 369.0 mA h g
–1

. The increased 

reversible capacity of BP@C@ZPO(30) electrode before ≈50 cycles is attributed to the 

activation.
[20a]

 In addition, the BP@C@ZPO(40) electrode showed an enhanced 

electrochemical stability, but its reversible capacity was slightly lower than that of 

BP@C@ZPO(30) electrode, confirming that BP@C@ZPO(30) material has the best 

electrochemical performance among all five electrodes. As expected, the BP@C@ZPO(30) 

electrode showed poor cycling stability in the conventional EC/DEC electrolyte due to the 

unstable SEI, and the retaining capacity was only 267.7 mA h g
–1

 after 100 cycles at 0.5 A g
–1

 

(Figure S16).
[21a, 32]

 The potassium-ion storage performance of BP@C@ZPO(30) electrode 

was also analyzed after exposing the electrodes to air for two days to verify the enhanced 

environmental stability of electrodes, as shown in Figure 5f, the BP@C@ZPO(30) electrode 

delivered a retained discharge capacity of 629.2 mA h g
–1

 after 200 cycles at 0.2 A g
–1

, which 

is just slightly low compared with its fresh electrode with a retained capacity of 655.0 mA h 

g
–1 

after 200 cycles (Figure S17). However, the BP@C@ZPO(0) electrode showed very poor 

electrochemical performance in the same conditions, and the discharge capacity of only 136.7 

mA h g
–1

 was obtained after 100 cycles at 0.2 A g
–1

 compared with the fresh BP@C@ZPO(0) 

electrode of 506.3 mA h g
–1

 after 200 cycles. The results confirmed that the BP@C@ZPO(30) 

maintained better electrochemical performance than the BP@C@ZPO(0) when exposed to 

humid air. Meanwhile, the slight change on the discharge/charge curves after cycling also 

confirmed the stability of the BP@C@ZPO(30) electrode when exposed to air (Figure 5g). 

Evidently, the BP@C@ZPO(30) electrode showed an excellent high capacity and cycling 

stability among all the reported phosphorus anodes for PIBs (Figure 5h).  

We conducted further analysis to account for the enhanced electrochemical 

performance when introducing A-ZPO. First, AC impedance analysis of the electrodes was 

conducted after 10 cycles. The charge transfer impedance (Rct) decreased from 452.8 Ω of 

BP@C@ZPO(0) electrode to 174.7 Ω of BP@C@ZPO(30) electrode with the increase in the 
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A-ZPO (Figure 6a), partly explaining the improved rate capability with A-ZPO addition. 

Moreover, the decrease in Rct can be attributed to decrease in particle size. Second, 

galvanostatic intermittent titration technique (GITT) was employed to analyze the K-ion 

diffusion coefficient of electrodes. The GITT data were collected after 10 cycles of activation. 

In all five electrodes, the average K-ion diffusion coefficients of depotassiation (charge) 

process are higher than those of potassiation (discharge) process (Figure 6b, c and S18). A 

rapid decline in the diffusion coefficients was observed when the potential is lower than 0.5 V 

during the potassiation (discharge) process in all samples; this finding can be attributed to the 

formation of some deep potassiation phases.
[3a]

 On the contrary, the BP@C@ZPO(30) 

electrode showed the highest average diffusion coefficients among all electrodes during the 

potassiation (discharge) and depotassiation (charge) processes, which can also explain the 

best rate performance. Third, the BP@C@ZPO(30) electrode still showed a high specific 

capacity despite considering the inactive A-ZPO when calculating the specific capacity. The 

theoretical capacity of BP@C@ZPO(30) reached 1038.4 mA h g
–1

 (2596 mA h g
–1

 * 0.4) 

when forming K3P phase, and the K3P (JCPDF-74-0128) phase was confirmed by the ex-situ 

XRD data (Figure 6d),
[3a]

 thereby explaining the high capacity of the BP@C@ZPO(30) 

electrode. In addition, some diffraction peaks belonging to KOH·H2O (JCPDS No. 77-1221) 

were detected due to the side reactions of unstable discharge products when the electrodes 

discharged to 0.01V during ex-situ XRD tests. Lastly, the volume expansion rates of five 

electrodes were also analyzed to verify the function of the addition of A-ZPO to reduce the 

volume expansion. In addition, the volume expansion rate was calculated by measuring the 

thickness change of electrodes of fresh and after discharging (potassiation).
[5, 17]

 Compared 

with BP@C@ZPO(30) electrode, BP@C@ZPO(0) electrode showed an evident falling off of 

active materials from the current collector after discharging to 0.01 V (Figure S19a). 

Meanwhile, Figure S19b-f shows the cross-section SEM images of all five electrodes of fresh 

and after discharging to 0.01 V. All electrodes displayed an increase in the electrode thickness 
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when discharging to 0.01 V. Moreover, the calculated volume expansion rates decreased 

monotonically from 100% to 39.1% with the increase in A-ZPO from 0wt% to 40wt% (Figure 

6e). The results confirmed the positive effects on the alleviation of volume variation when 

introducing the A-ZPO.  

The full-cell was assembled using Prussian blue analogue (PBA, K2FeFe[CN]6) and 

BP@C@ZPO(30) as the cathode and anode, respectively (Figure 6f). The synthesis of 

K2FeFe(CN)6 and its electrochemical performance for PIBs half-cell had been reported.
[17, 33]

 

The noninflammable TEP electrolyte was selected as the electrolyte, and the voltage window 

of charging and discharging was from 0.5 V to 3.6 V. The full-cell showed good rate 

performance, delivering the average discharge capacities of 308.7, 270.9, 249.7, and 222.8 

mA h g
−1

 at the current densities of 20, 50, 100, and 200 mA g
−1

, respectively, as shown in 

Figure 6g and h. The retained capacity was 216.5 mA h g
−1

 after 100 cycles at 100 mA g
−1 

(Figure 6i, Figure S20). The results verify the potential of the BP@C@ZPO(30) material in 

practical application. 

 

Conclusion 

Amorphous BP nanocomposites were obtained by dry ball milling method when 

introducing A-ZPO. The addition of A-ZPO acted as a multifunctional additive. 1) The 

presence of A-ZPO acted as the grinding aid, which reduced the aggregation of P and 

improved the dispersibility, thereby increasing the utilization rate of active components. 2) 

The existence of A-ZPO decreased the volume expansion rates of the phosphorus electrodes 

due to the inactive nature. 3) The addition of A-ZPO improved the environment stability of 

phosphorus electrodes in humid air on the basis of the fast water adsorption capacity of the 

amorphous zinc phosphate. Based on above effects, the optimized BP@C@ZPO(30) 

electrode exhibited excellent electrochemical performance as PIB anode in TEP electrolyte. In 

addition, a capacity of 369.0 mA h g
–1

 was retained after 500 cycles at 0.5A g
–1

. Meanwhile, 
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the capacity of 629.2 mA h g
–1

 was obtained after 200 cycles at 0.2 A g
–1

 in spite of the 

exposure to air for two days. In summary, such a low-cost and effective strategy is expected 

to accelerate the development and application of phosphorus as metal-ion battery anode. 
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Figure 1. a) Digital images of RP@C and BP@C composites when exposed to air after 

preparing by dry ball milling method. b) XRD patterns of BP and BP composites with 

different mass ratio of A-ZPO (inset: crystal structure of BP). c) Raman spectra. d) XPS 

survey spectra. e) High-resolution XPS spectra of C 1s, O1s, P2p, and Zn2p elements. 
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Figure 2. a) HRTEM image of pure BP. b) HRTEM image recorded from the area marked 

with green box in (a) and (c) corresponding FFT pattern. d) TEM image and e) HRTEM 

image of BP@C@ZPO(30). f) SAED pattern of BP@C@ZPO(30). g) Dark-field TEM image 

and Zn, C, P, and O elemental maps of BP@C@ZPO(30). SEM images of h) BP@C@ZPO(0), 

i) BP@C@ZPO(20), and j) BP@C@ZPO(30). k) Particle size distribution of prepared 

samples by using dynamic light scattering measurement. l) Comparison of the average size of 

prepared samples. m) Schematic of grinding aid effect of zinc phosphate.  
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Figure 3. a) High-resolution P2p and Zn2p spectra of BP@C@ZPO(0) and BP@C@ZPO(30) 

samples after placing in air for three days. b) Digital images of (ⅰ) BP@C@ZPO(0) electrode 

exposed to moisture air, (ⅱ) re-drying the BP@C@ZPO(0), and (ⅲ) BP@C@ZPO(30) 

electrode exposed to moisture air. c) XRD patterns of electrodes after exposing to moisture air 

for three days. SEM images of (d, e) BP@C@ZPO(0) and (f, g) BP@C@ZPO(30) electrodes 

after exposing to moisture air for three days. The insets are the digital images corresponding 

to electrodes. h) Digital images of pure P2O5, a mixture of P2O5 and A-ZPO (mass ratio: 
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P2O5/A-ZPO = 3/7), and pure A-ZPO were placed on the copper foils and exposed to moisture 

air for different times. (i) XRD pattern of the copper foil after placing pure P2O5 for 24 h. 

 

 

Figure 4. a) Contact angles of pure A-ZPO. b) Schematic process to verify the fast water 

absorption of ZPO and c) corresponding digital images of A-ZPO and C-ZPO samples. d) 

XRD patterns of A-ZPO after different treatments. e) IR spectra. f) TG analysis. g) Illustration 

of enhanced anti-moisture of the electrode with A-ZPO. 
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Figure 5. a) CV curves of the BP@C@ZPO(30) electrode at the scan rate of 0.05 mV s
−1

. b) 

Galvanostatic charge/discharge curves of the first three cycles at 0.05 A g
−1 

for 

BP@C@ZPO(30) electrode. c) Comparison of the first charge/discharge capacity and the ICE 

of five electrodes. d) Rate performance. e) Long-term cycling stability at 0.5 A g
−1

. f) Cycling 

stability and g) corresponding galvanostatic charge/discharge curves at different cycles for the 

BP@C@ZPO(30) electrode at 0.2 A g
−1 

after exposing the electrodes to humid air for two 

days. h) Comparison of cycling performance with all the reported BP and RP materials for 

PIB anodes, including RP@PPy(0.05),
[14]

 BP@C(0.05),
[31]

 RP@CN(0.1),
[5]

 

RP@N-PHCNFs(0.1),
[4]

 RP@ZCRods(0.1),
[10]

 RP@N-SGCNT(0.1),
[11c]

 RP@C(0.15),
[3b]

 

BP@G(0.5),
[20b]

 RP@CGCNT(0.5),
[15a]

 RP@G(0.5),
[15c]

 RP@RGO(0.5),
[11b]

 

RP@TBMC(0.5),
[6b]

 and BP@C(0.75);
[3a]

 the numbers in the brackets are the current densities 

(A g
−1

). 
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Figure 6. a) Comparison of charge transfer resistance (Rct) of five electrodes after 10 cycles 

at 0.1 A g
−1

 in K-ion half cells. Inset is the EIS plots. b, c) Comparison of K-ion diffusion 

coefficient during the potassiation (discharge)/depotassiation (charge) processes after 10 

cycles of activation. d) Ex-situ XRD patterns of BP@C@ZPO(30) electrodes after 

discharging/charging to different states. e) Calculated volume expansion rates on the basis of 

the thickness change of electrodes. f) Schematic of the full-cell using PBA and 

BP@C@ZPO(30) as the cathode and anode, respectively. g) Rate performance of the full-cell 

(20–200 mA g
−1

). h) Charge/discharge profiles of the full-cell at different current densities. i) 

Cycling performance of the full-cell at 100 mA g
−1

. The inset displays a timer powered by the 

full-cell. 

 

                  


